Development of Information and decisions management Software for educational council minutes of Medical Sciences Universities
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ABSTRACT

Minutes of educational councils in universities always contain valuable organizational knowledge and play an important role in micro and macro educational decision makings. Lack of storage system, organization and retrieval of these documents can be a major obstacle in the way of utilizing these precious documents. Designing and implementing of an appropriate software to manage minutes of educational councils can facilitate classifying these important documents and ease the access and visibility of their content as well. Therefore based on the structure and the content of educational council minutes of one school of medical sciences universities as a sample and the views of key stakeholders, researchers tried to design and implement a software for information and decisions management of minutes. This research is of developmental-applied type. In order to design the software, object-oriented analysis is used. In the analysis step, at first requirements are identified, extracted and defined based on the descriptive cataloging and subject analyzing of educational councils minutes and after final analysis, the required diagrams were drawn. Software architecture is determined based on the list of requirements and finally the drawn diagrams are converted to programming codes using C# programming language. In the end, the produced software has been tested to ensure its adaptation to the objectives of project and the defined requirements. In this study, it was tried that the designed software leads to the development of electronic database for minutes in order that the universities could have access to content and decisions of these meetings in due time and in appropriate manner. Despite the numerous capabilities of this software, it seems necessary that it be used more widely in order that we could review its improvement and optimization during its implementation in the actual operating environment. Subsequently, it is recommended that Universities of Medical Sciences use the software for information management and their educational meetings to facilitate the process of organizing, storing and retrieving of the documents. They can also contribute to the process of software upgrade for educational meetings in other universities.
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INTRODUCTION

The thought of organizing and storing organizational documents is not a new phenomenon and dates back to ancient times, but a new approach in this field has begun from west and the French Revolution [4-1]. Since then, storing, organizing and making accessible the information contained in the organizational documents has become a major concern among organizations [9-5]. Its proof is that numerous
studies have been done with the purpose of managing organizational documents and evidence, with a focus on organization’s memory [10-19], knowledge management in organizations [20-29], as well as management of gray documents. Despite the strategic importance of corporate documents, and due to publicizing limitations, tracking contents of some of these documents which can be classified as gray documents, is hardly possible [30-33]. Universities as organizations that have the responsibility of creating, evaluating, sharing and applying the knowledge and training knowledge community have always had the concern of gray document management. Minutes of the educational council of universities are one of the most important documents of these organizations [42-44] which play a decisive role in the process of decision making in the realm of universities’ academic affairs. These minutes always include considerable content of knowledge and play an important role in micro and macro educational decisions. Therefore, lack of storage system, organization, and retrieval of these documents can be a major obstacle in the way of information retrieval and making decisions over these highly valuable documents. Descriptive and analytical cataloging of these documents and producing significant indexes such as subject index of the meetings as well as index of approvals is a solution which has been thought of in order to make accessible the valuable content of the documents. In this regard, designing and implementing appropriate software for information management of educational council minutes could also facilitate the archive and classification of the documents. They also provide easy access to information. This important action with respect to privacy and security and defined levels of access to information can lead to sustainability, visibility and accessibility of organizational memory. It can also facilitate the process of retrieving the documents, eliminating the unnecessary and repetitive processes in meetings as well as facilitating the processes of micro and macro management decision making. Development of an appropriate software to create an electronic database from minutes of educational councils will increase the safety of these documents and minimize the risks of their retrieval. Providing various facilities in the search of the documents and access to the information contained in them with more speed and ease enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of organization’s decision making system at micro and macro levels. Researches showed that until now no proprietary software has been designed to manage information and educational minutes. Accordingly, based on the structure and content of minutes of educational council in a college and the views of key stakeholders, researchers developed a software to manage information and decisions of educational council meetings of Universities of Medical Sciences and in addition, to meet the described needs, provide a system for storing, organizing and making accessible the education minutes of universities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research is of development-applied type. In order to design the software, object-oriented analysis has been used. In the analysis step, based on the views of key stakeholders and descriptive cataloging and subject analysis of minutes of educational councils in one of the colleges pertaining to Medical Sciences University, software requirements have been identified, extracted and defined with respect to Anglo-American cataloging rules [45] and permutation and pre-coordinate indexing rules [46]. In the next step, along with numerous meetings with stakeholders and key users, the software requirements were refined and analyzed and the required diagrams were designed. At the design step, software architecture was determined based on the requirements and was converted to programming codes using programming language C#. Then, the produced software was tested to ensure its compliance with project objectives and defined requirements. At implementation step, the software was installed on a station and was presented to custodians for information management of minutes of education councils in the research environment.

RESULTS
The software for minutes of education council has been developed based on object-oriented
analysis. Therefore, the results of this study are provided in the form of major phases of this method. Since the requirements of the software has been identified based on literary warrant, in the analysis step, necessary data items for organizing the minutes was extracted using descriptive cataloging and indexing the minutes of educational councils that were held in the one of the colleges of medical science universities in the period of 1385 to 1391, using the rules of Anglo-American cataloging and permutation and pre-coordinate indexing techniques. Then, these essential data items were reviewed, defined, and determined with reference to documents and interviews with key stakeholders. At the first step, data items including code, date, time and location of meeting, as well as bibliographic information of meeting secretary, conventional title and agenda were defined as the necessary data elements for describing minutes of education council. It was decided that to assign a code to each minute, a unique number should be considered to identify and locate the document digitally and physically. Likewise, it was decided that to create coherence and consistency in the descriptions of minutes, a conventional title, according to specification of each meeting, including meeting number, place of meeting, and date was determined for every document. It should be noted that the number of each meeting represents the assigned unique code of that meeting. For agenda, after doing investigations and interviews, it became clear that there is a constant list of agendas. So the researchers decided to define a documented list of agendas for system to create more homogeneity so that it facilitates the data entry process and prevents heterogeneity in data insertion. Session summary and descriptive notes, index of approvals, and the name of invitees and participants of the meetings are other necessary data items to describe each document. It should be noted that to create consistency and avoid insertion of incorrect names, researchers decided to define a documented list of names for the fields of secretary of the meeting and the names of invitees and participants. This list was documented after extraction from minutes of meetings and through consultation with administration and personnel department. To increase software integrity and reduce dependence on physical archive of documents according to the official form of papers and documents, it was decided that to allow the attached electronic image of minutes and related documents of them in the field called ‘attachments’. In this step, for capturing the essence of the topic of educational council documents, ‘key words’ field was defined to insert index terms resulting from subject analysis process of the minutes. In order to control the indexing language, the researchers decided that based on the outcome of indexing of minutes of education council in research environment, a documented list of index terms should defined in advance so that at the time of data entry, the user has to only select relevant terms. To insert new index terms to describe a document as needed, it was decided that after carrying out the necessary reviews and validity justification of the necessity to add a new index term, and in coordination with the system manager and under supervision of relevant experts, adequate controls should be exercised and the new index term should be added to the documented list, so that the heterogeneity in index terms will be minimized. Due to the nature of language of these documents and at the discretion of research team, it was decided that pre-coordinating indexing language should be used for subject analysis of minutes of education councils. In this respect, to control language and to increase content retrieval, researchers defined essential terms by referring to the thesaurus and got comments of relevant experts for each index term. In general, to organize terms, the extracted index terms were classified in four categories of individuals, departments, topics of courses and other issues. The outcome of the mentioned function was a list comprising of index terms with the frequency of their presence in documents which according to studies and experts’ views, was defined as a ‘documented list of index terms’ to control indexing language in the system. It should be noted that with regard to using pre-coordinating indexing technique to enhance visibility from the point of retrieving indexing terms, the possibility of single word in the field of keywords is considered. Also, with regard to determining proper retrieval points to search for descriptive information of minutes, all main fields have been defined with the possibility of being
searched. Reporting from minutes with respect to search fields is another need that was defined. In this phase and to define a software for minutes of education council, after determining data elements and the type and range of each item, conceptual model of database was developed. To do this according to the defined needs, entities and their attributes and relationships were determined and at last Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) was plotted.

In the design phase, the logical model was defined based on the conceptual model in the analysis phase and software architecture and database were determined. Depending on the type of database which is relational, entity relationship diagram in the previous phase was converted to the relational model and all relationships of databases and the type of each characteristic in relationships were determined. Furthermore, primary and foreign keys of each relationship were selected for referral based on database design principles. After determining the mentioned items, the logical model for database was designed relationally and was outlined according to diagram 2.
In the development phase, programming the software was done by C# programming language and based on the designed model. Software was performed in Visual Studio environment 2010. It should be noted that in this phase, the logical model of databases that was created in the design phase was implemented physically. Implementation of designed database was done using version 2008 of Microsoft database management software SQL Server (Microsoft SQL SERVER 2008) and all database tables and fields of each table were created completely. Due to the features of the software, all required procedures were defined in Stored Procedure section to store and retrieve information in SQL language. After implementation of databases, the relationship between software and database was created and defined procedures were invoked. In order to correct possible errors after implementation and ensure compliance of software with defined objectives of the project, testing phase was designed. In this phase in several sessions, the implemented software was presented to the deputy of time and other key users and as a result of these negotiations, drawbacks were resolved and necessary changes were applied. Also in this phase, data of some minutes was registered, retrieved and reported in the software; based on that, technical errors during work were identified, corrected and resolved. After these steps, to do the final review, the designed software ran on the computer of the deputy of education. It should be noted that at this stage, 4 different versions of this software were created and presented and at last the final version was approved.

**EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL MINUTES SOFTWARE**

Educational minute’s software is designed to be installed. The installation prerequisites of the software are components like Net Framework and SQL Server on the user’s system and in their absence, the system will ask the user for permission to install them. To run the software, username and password is required and only authorized users are able to run it. Because of compliance issues related to information security and monitoring access level, defining a new user will be possible only by system administrator. Original form designed in software contains options like “record meeting information”, “record members' data”, “record keywords”, “accession attachments”, “search and reporting” and “exit” option. Data and time, unique code, meeting location, title, secretary, agenda, summary, explanatory notes and approvals of meetings are data elements included in the software. It should be noted that the list of meeting’s approvals is the most important output of the software and is considered an important tool in decision making of managers of educational affairs. Registration of information on meeting’s invitees and their presence status are among other features included in the software. Inserting index terms of minutes is performed via Registering Keywords. As mentioned in the requirement analysis phase, due to writing diversity resulting from common problems in Persian language and in an effort to control indexing language and maintain the integrity of keywords, it becomes possible that system administrator defines index terms in four categories of individuals names, educational groups, titles of courses and other issues, so that user can select required keywords for each session at the time of data entry. Another defining feature is ‘attachments accession’. This option allows the user to attach images of all documents of a meeting to its worksheet. Reporting and searching minutes through descriptive and analytical retrieval points are other features defined in the software so that the user will be able to create variety of reports from defined retrieval points. Defined retrieval points are date, title, agendas, keywords, and name of individuals. It should be noted that for each point, dedicated fields are defined to improve results precision coefficient.

In order to display search results, a preliminary page is designed which contains fields for meeting code, title, venue, data and secretary, attendees including those absent and present, as well as agendas. In addition, the possibility to view detailed information of minutes is defined in the system. Also, the user can generate printed and electronic output in the form of text or image file.
DISCUSSION

Educational council minutes of universities are important documents in support of decision making in universities and electronic organizing of these documents facilitates accessibility to their knowledge content. Due to extensive functionality and multiple benefits of object-oriented analysis [47-49], this method has been used in creating software for documentation of educational minutes of universities. In this study, it has been tried to use designed software to create electronic database for education minutes so that universities could access to the content and decisions of the minutes in due time and properly. According to the list of requirements identified in the analysis step, designed software has the ability to organize, store and retrieve all essential descriptive and analytic information of educational minutes. In the system, each minute will be identified with a unique number which is assigned at the time of registering initial information. This facilitates the processes to organize, retrieve and positioning the documents. Organizations that their policy to electronic management of documents is along with maintain and archive paper form can use the number to classify and locate the documents physically. Other features of the software are inserting the list of invitees and determining those present and absent from meetings which can provide adequate information about the willingness or accountability of invitees to attend the meetings regularly. As for the importance of setting agenda in order to justify the validity of meeting as well as time and discussion management [50-54], in the software the user is required to insert agenda. Since including meeting’s approvals is another feature of the software, it is easy to review and assess the agenda and approvals of meetings. In designing the software, issues like confidentiality of documents are considered and monitoring users’ access levels is defined in the field of performance management. The software is designed to minimize redundancy and repetitive data entry. In order to control the accuracy and quality of information where appropriate, documented indexes are defined so that instead of data entry by the user that can increase error rate, required information will be acquired from the list. Documented list of names and list of subject terms are among these indexes. In the software, in addition to the ability to organize, store and retrieve minutes electronically, the possibility to attach scanned images of printed copies of minutes and its attachments is considered. It can increase the comprehensiveness of software and considering all aspects, minimize or eliminate dependence on paper documents. To assess and report on meetings, researchers have considered various retrieval points, so that visibility of minutes’ content will be available to authorized users. The possibility to prepare printed and electronic records is another feature.

CONCLUSION

Despite the numerous capabilities of the software, it seems necessary for the software to be widely used to get optimized in the actual operating environment. At first it is recommended that centers of Medical Sciences Universities use the software to manage information and decisions of educational meeting and facilitate the process of organizing, storing and retrieving documents and help universities upgrade the software. Next, the widespread use of this software is recommended in schools of universities of Medical Sciences.
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